“We built a rich, multi-cloud API integration
with Celigo for our client Kevins Worldwide
so they can scale their business. If they
want to switch to another ecommerce
platform, we can implement that
easily with less development
or nocode development.”
Harsha Sarjapur
Acumatica Partner/MVP, InfoSourcing Inc.

“We are excited about the ability
to develop and scale integrations
that are needed by our Acumatica
client community”
Carla Brown
VP of Partners and Alliances, SWK Technologies

Intuitive

Reduces learning
curves and allows for
easier allocation of
resources

Scalable

Supports hundreds,
thousands,
or millions of
orders a day

Flexible

Complete control with
no code or advanced
custom code options

Compliant
SOC 2 Type 2,
GDPR and more

Reliable

Prevent data loss
when endpoints
are offline

“Celigo is the easiest integration I’ve ever accomplished and probably the least expensive, as well.
It meant that we didn’t have to spend tens of thousands of dollars in order to get this integrated.
Now that it is live, I literally need one hour of Celigo’s time to check it, and then I’m done. So that
makes it very nice, and gives me a lot more options as a business.”

Jenna Pennamen
Director of Operations, Gabriel Cosmetics

Guided User Interface

Actionable Dashboard

Prebuilt Integrations

Universal Adaptors

Step-by-step wizard with visual field mapping,
drop-down menus, and other tools for
no-coding integration
Save time with over 200 prebuilt connectors
and integration templates to popular apps

Complex Orchestrations

Allows you to monitor and manage integrations,
access error details, re-run integrations,
and receive alert notifications
Connect with any application or data source
using adaptors for REST/JSON, XML, FTP, AS2,
EDI, SQL, web hooks, on-prem and more

Support complex processes by integrating
multiple apps and data sources as part
of a single integration flow

Advanced Developer Tools

Advanced tools for creating and sharing stacks,
generating tokens for direct API calls,
building wrappers, and more

“I found it to be very user friendly and
any tweaks or changes that I’ve had
to make have been very easy and the
errors are very clear. When you run into
an issue its very easy to tell what the
problem was.”

Craig Matusinski
Ecommerce Director
Kevin’s Worldwide

